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Abstract
A natural starting point in a systematic search for co cyclic Hadamard
matrices is the study of the case of co cycles over the groups Zt x Z~, for t
odd. The solution set includes all Williamson Hadamard matrices, so this
set of groups is potentially a uniform source for generation of Hadamard
matrices.
We present our analytical and computational results.

1

Introduction

A matrix M of entries ±1 is termed group developed over a finite group G if it
is derived from a multiplication table of G by the following method: the ordered
elements of G form an index set for M and there is a set mapping 9 : G - t {±1} for
which M = [g( ab)], a, bEG. It will therefore have the same number of occurrences
of +1 in every row. A Hadamard matrix with the latter property must have side a
perfect square 4t 2 (see [16]).

The simplest groups G over which to search for group developed Hadamard matrices are the cyclic groups Z4t2 of order 4t 2 • For example, the rows of a group developed
matrix over Z4 are found by circulating the top row, say g(1),g(a), g(a 2 ),g(a3 ), successively one place (to the left). A resultant Hadamard matrix is

However, 4 appears to be the only order for which this construction is possible. The
Circulant Hadamard Conjecture proposes that no circulant Hadamard matrix exists
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for orders
than 4, and has been confirmed by Jedwab and
4t2,l
t < 5000, apart from 6 undecided
the survey [13]).

for orders

termed cocyclic development, shows
A recent generalisation of group
promise as
computational
Hadamard matrices without
the order restriction imposed by group
The basic
of cocyclic
development of designs is established by Horadam and de Launey in [5, 10,
It
links two very active areas of mathematics: combinatorial design theory and group
cohomology. New theoretical advances by de Launey [4] and Flannery [8] are also
presented to these proceedings.
In this paper, we investigate the existence of
Hadamard matrices over the
groups G
Zt x Z~, for t odd, the next
class of groups for our purposes, after
the cyclic groups. The Williamson Hadamard matrices are examples
these cocyclic
matrices, and we determine the
between the two classes of Hadamard
matrices. We enumerate the numbers of each for small orders.
The next section reviews the requisite theory of co cyclic matrices over an arbitrary
finite group G. In §3 the case G
Zt x
for odd, analysed and its relationship
with the Williamson matrices determined. The final section lists the results of our
computations and describes some open problems and conjectures.

2

Cocyclic binary matrices

This section outlines the theory of cocyclic binary matrices (that is, matrices with
entries ±1) established in [5, 10, 11]. We will assume throughout that G is a finite
group (multiplicatively written with identity 1) of order v, with elements listed for
indexing purposes in a fixed order G = {I
al, az, .. ,au}. Z2 denotes the set {±1},
considered as the cyclic group of order 2.
Definition 2.1 A co cycle (over G) is a set mapping

f(a, b)f(ab, c)

= f(a, bc)f(b, c),

f :G

x G

----t

Z2 which satisfies

Va, b, c E G.

(1)

A cocycle is normalised if

f(1, 1) =

(2)

1.

A v x v binary matrix M is cocyclic (over G I developed by f) if there exists a group
development function 9 : G ----t Z2 and a co cycle f such that

(3)
If 9 == 1 in (3); that is, M

= [I( a, b)],

then M is termed pure cocyclic. 0

A useful consequence of (1) is that

f(l, 1) = f(a, 1) = 1(1, a),
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Va E G.

(4)

The term "cocycle" derives from group cohomology: a function satisfying (1) is
a 2-dimensional cocycle of the unnormalised standard complex for computing the
cohomology of the group G with trivial coefficients in Zz [2, pp. 92-93].
Three types of cocyclic matrices are important for the results which follow.
Clearly, group developed binary matrices are cocydic, developed by lv, the trivial
co cycle which takes each (a, b) to 1. However, there is a more fundamental relationship between group development functions and cocydes: it is easy to check that each
9 : G -> Z2 determines a cocycle.
Definition 2.2 A co cycle f over G is principal (or a co boundary) if there exists a
set mapping 9 : G -> Z2 such that f(a, b) = g(a)g(b)g(abtl for all a, bin G. 0
The pure principal cocydic binary matrices which result are essential components
of the structure of an arbitrary pure cocyclic matrix.
A second essential component of the structure of an arbitrary pure cocyclic matrix
is the back negacyclic binary matrix.
Definition 2.3 [10, 4.5J The co cycle Wt : Zt X Zt -> Z2 defined by Wt( ai, a j
(_l)L(i+i)/t J , 0:::; i,j < t, determines the back negacyclic matrix of order t:

)

111
1 1
1
. 0

1
1

1

Finally, in the general theory of cocyclic combinatorial designs described in [10],
the Williamson array

: -; ~ -;x 1
[ yz -z -w
-x -w

(5)

y

is a co cyclic orthogonal design over the group Z~, provided the indeterminates w, x, y, z
all commute (see [5, Table l(c)]). When they are all set equal to 1, a cocyclic
Hadamard matrix results.
The following consequence of (1) permits us to show that two standard constructions of Hadamard matrices preserve cocyclic matrices.
Proposition 2.4 (cf [5, 3.2.iJ) If f is a cocycle over G and p is a cocycle over H
then f x p, defined by

f

x p ((a, b), (c, d))

is a cocycle over G x H.

=

f(a, c) p(b, d),

0
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a, c E G, b, dE H,

The corresponding pure cocyclic matrix is the Kronecker (tensor) product of the
two pure cocyclic factors:

[f

x p

d))]

((a,

c) 1 [P( b, d)].

Since the Kronecker product of Hadamard matrices is Hadamard, the Kronecker
product of cocyclic Hadamard matrices is cocyclic Hadamard. When this result is
iteratively applied to the back negacyclic matrix of order two, which is a Hadamard
matrix, we obtain the co cyclic version of a standard construction for Hadamard
matrices.
Corollary 2.5
3.3] If there exists a cocyclic Hadamard matrix of order v over G
then! for all integers s
0 1 there exists a cocyclic Hadamard matrix of order 2S v over
Z~

x G.

0

Obviously, a necessary condition for any binary matrix to be a Hadamard matrix
is that the dot product of the first row with each other row, is O. For co cyclic matrices,
this is in fact sufficient.
Lemma 2.6 A cocyclic binary matrix is a Hadamard matrix if and only if the dot
product of the first row with each other row is O.
Proof. Let [J( a, b)g( ab)] be a co cyclic matrix, choose distinct elements a, c E G and
let d = ca- l i= 1. Then the dot product of the first row with the row indexed by dis

p

=~

f(l, b)g(b)f(d, b)g(db)

= ±f(ca-1

a) ~ f(ca-I, ab)f(l, ab)g(ab)g(cb)
bEG

on replacing b by ab, by (4). Thus
P

=±L

f( ca- 1 , a)f( ca- l , ab)g(ab)g( cb)

bEG

= ± ~ f(a, b )g(ab)f( c, b)g(cb),
bEG

since by (1), f(ca-l,a)f(ca-\ab)-l
f(a,b)f(c, btl and each element in Z2 is its
own inverse. The result follows by definition. 0
Thus there a computationally cheap test to check if a cocyclic binary matrix is
Hadamard or not, requiring at most (v - 1)2 binary additions.
Two binary matrices are Hadamard equivalent, denoted by ""'h, if one can be
obtained from the other by a sequence of row or column permutations or negations.
On multiplying the a th row (b th column) of [J(a, b)g(ab)] by g(a)-l (g(b)-l),
[f(a, b)g(ab)]

""h

[g(at1g(bt1g(ab)f(a, b)),

so by Definition (2.2), each cocyclic matrix is Hadamard equivalent to a pure co cyclic
matrix 3. Every binary matrix is Hadamard equivalent to at least one normalised
equivalence justifies the common usage of "co cyclic" to mean "pure co cyclic"
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binary matrix,
first row and column entries all + 1. It follows from (4) that
each cocyclic matrix is Hadamard equivalent to a normalised pure cocyclic matrix.
Hadamard equivalence is an equivalence relation on Hadamard
so the
search for cocyclic Hadamard matrices can be restricted to the normalised pure cocyclic matrices.
In [10, 11] we specify the structure of a normalised pure cocyclic matrix to be a
Hadamard product

S .. P .. C,

(6)

where
a Symmetric matrix, is a Kronecker product of an all 1's matrix and back
negacyclic matrices, P is developed
a Principal cocycle,
its symmetry properties reflect symmetries in the multiplication table of G, and C
developed by a
"Commutator" cocycle, determined by the Schur multiplicator H 2 ( G) of G. When G
is abelian, the entries in the Hadamard factors (6) can be derived directly from the
generating set (see [11, 4.2]).

3

Cocyclic Hadamard matrices over Zt x Z~

The case G = Zt x Z~ is a natural starting point in the search for cocyclic Hadamard
matrices, for several reasons. Firstly, such groups exist for every order a multiple of 4.
Secondly, the factorisation (6) is well understood for abelian groups. The most telling
reason, however, is that each Williamson Hadamard matrix of order 4t is (Hadamard
equivalent to) a
matrix over Zt
Z~. The Williamson Hadamard matrices
have been extensively studied for 50 years, since the appearance of Williamson's paper

[18].
We begin by specifying the Hadamard factors (6) of a normalised pure cocyclic
matrix over Zt X Z~, for t odd. Represent this primary decomposition of G by
< x : xt > x < u, v : u 2 , v 2 , [u, v] > and fix the ordering to be:

(xi,l) < (xi,u) < (xi,v) < (x"uv), 0 ~ i < t,
(xi,uv) < (xi+I, 1), 0 ~ i < t - 1.
The formula [11, 4.2]' applied to the isomorphic torsion invariant form
< u: u2 = 1 > x < y : y2t = 1 >, y vx of G, states that any co cycle is uniquely
determined by its action on the 4t -1 elements (u,u), (y,yi),(u,yi), 1 :::; i < 2t, of
infinite order, and the single "commutator" element C(u,y) = (u,y)(y,U)-l of order
2, in a sub quotient of Z( G x G). (The action on any other (a, b) is found by iterating
the co cycle equation (1) to write (a, b) as a product of these generators.) The action
on the generators of infinite order is described by the product S .. P, and on the single
generator of order 2, by C.
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The sy]nnle"t,TlC matrix

has the form

s

[10, Def. 13.2.1])

A1 11

A ]

1

B

A

B
B

B

±1.

AB

The sole nontrivial commutator cocycle acts trivially on all the generators of
infinite order and maps (u, Y )(y 1 U tl to -1. In the lemma following we simplify this
action to derive the possible C.

Lemma 3.1 For G

Zt

X

Z~I

Proof. In the notation above, note

< v : v2

1> x

X.X

t

1

Thenu u1(vx)O,v uO(vxyandx UO(vxY+I inG, and by [5, 4.4.ii], C(u,y)
C(u,v)C(u,x). But by [5, 4.4.iii], C(u,x) = C(u,y)l.{t+1)-o.o
1, since C(u,y) has
order 2. Thus C( u, y)
C( u, v), and the sole nontrivial commutator co cycle acts
trivially on all the generators of infinite order and maps (u,v)(v,U)-l to -1. That
it is the product It f derived from the commutator cocycle f over Z~ given in
[5, Table l(b)] (see also [10, 13.4.i]). 0
The matrix P developed by principal co cycles is found simply by normalising
an arbitrary group developed matrix over Zt x Z~, and so may be replaced in (6)
by a Hadamard equivalent group developed matrix U. This will be txt blockbackcirculant matrix with top row U1 ) U2 , ... , Ut consisting of 4 X 4 block matrices
each group developed over Z~. Denote the top row of Ui by ni, Xi, Yi, Zi.
We conclude that each normalised pure cocyclic matrix over Zt x Z~ is

"'h

to a

txt block-backcirculant matrix W with top row Wll W 2 , •• '1 Wt, where
Yi

1 :S: i ::; t.

(7)

The commutator variable K appears to play the most significant role in the behaviour
of W. Clearly, W is a symmetric matrix if and only if K
1. If also A = B = 1, W
is "-'h to a group developed matrix and, if it is Hadamard then t must be a perfect
square.
It remains to link cocyclic Hadamard matrices to Williamson Hadamard matrices.
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Definition 3.2 A Williamson Hadamard matrix is a Hadamard matrix of the form
(5) in which each of w, x, y, z is a circulant symmetric binary txt matrix, (In the
usual definition, the last three rows of (5) are multiplied by -1.)
Because they are circulant, the blocks w, X, y, z commute in pairs and, by symmetry, must have first rows of the (almost) symmetric form xo, Xl, " .. Xt-l in which
Xt-i = Xi, 1 ~ i
t 1. Turyn [15] proved that Williamson Hadamard matrices
exist for 4t = 2(q + 1) for any prime power q
1 (mod 4). Lists of solutions for
the range t
3, .. ,27,37,43 are published in
9, 16, 17], and existence results are
claimed for the values t = 29,31,33,39 in [6,
However, there are errors in [9, 16]
in particular, which are detailed in §4 below
<

If each circulant txt block in a Williamson Hadamard matrix is reflected in its
central column and the columns are cycled once to the right, a backcirculant t x
matrix with unchanged initial row is produced. We have the following result.
Lemma 3.3 A Williamson Hadamard matrix is r'Vh to a Hadamard matrix of the
form (5) m which each of w, x, y, z is a backcirculant matrix with first row of the
form Xo, Xl, ,. Xt-l in which Xt--i = Xi, 1 :::; i
t 1.
Re-ordering rows and columns of the matrix W with blocks (7) according to
rather than Zt x Z~, produces a Hadamard equivalent matrix of the form

Z~ x

Y
N
X
X
AN
Z
AY
z '
Y
KZ
BN
BKX
[
Z AKY BX ABKN

1

(8)

where N,
Y, Z are txt backcirculant matrices with top rows nl, ... ,nt, Xl,. ., Xt,
Yl . . , Yt, z1,···, Zt, respectively. This is clearly a generalisation of the Williamson
array (5), and is technically co cyclic over Z~ X Zt, with the Kronecker products in S
and C of (6) taken in reverse order.
Putting the previous remarks together with orthogonality leads to the next result.

Lemma 3.4 A Williamson Hadamard matrix is "'h to a cocyclic Hadamard matrix
W of the form (7) over Zt X Z~J in which A
B = K = -1 and W iH = W t - i +1 , 1 :::;
i :::; t 1.
An immediate question to ask is: does every co cyclic Hadamard matrix over
Z~ have this precise "Williamson" form? Of course, once Hadamard equivalence
is considered, we would not expect the symmetry condition on top blocks to survive.
For example, cycling the columns of blocks in W preserves the cocyclic structure
while destroying symmetry. Certainly there are more cocyclic Hadamard matrices
than those of "Williamson" form, if no account of equivalence is taken (see the table
in §4 below). We can also show (though no details will be given here) that if K
-1
then A = B = -1. Thus the question is better phrased as :

Zt x
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are there any symmetric cocyclic Hadamard matrices over

K

that

with

L
For some values of t, the answer is no.

Lemma 3.5 Suppose W in (7) is a Hadamard matrix. Then 4t is a sum of four odd
squares. If K
1 then t is a sum of two squares; that
t
1 (mod 4).
Proof. Write a, b, c, d for the respective number of ni, Xi, Yi,
in the top row of W
which are -1. Summing the dot product of the 1st row with the first row of each
block in (7) in two different ways gives the equation
(t - 2a)2

4t

+ (t

+(t

2c?+(t

2d)2

and with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th rows of each block

+ A) [(t -

o

(1

o
o

(1+B)[(t-2a)(t-

(1

2a)(t - 2b)

+ ABK)[(t -

+ (t

2c)(t

+K(t

2a)(t

2d)

2d)]

2b)(t

+ B(t -

(10)

2d)]

2b)(t

2c)L

The first of these (9) is the familiar "four odd squares" condition [18] necessary for
the existence of Williamson Hadamard matrices. We know that if K = -1 then
A B
so the remaining equations are automatically satisfied. If K = 1 and
the four equations above are summed, the sum reduces to
A
(t - a - b)2 + (t - c d)2 A
(t a-c)2+(t b-d)2 A
(t - a - d)2 + (b - c)2
A

{ (2t - a - b - c - d)'
t

The result follows.

B K =1
K 1, B = -1
-I, B K
1
B -I, K = 1

(11 )

0

Thus no symmetric Hadamard cocyclic matrix developed over Zt x Z~ exists for
3 (mod 4). Further restrictions on the existence of such a matrix can be deduced
I, since then t is a perfect square and the three equations (11) above
if A = B
(t 2a)2 (t - 2b)2 = (t - 2C)2 (t 2d)2. Substitution into the first equation
of (
shows that a ~ (t ± Vi), that three of {a, b, c, d} are equal (to X, say) and
the fourth element is t x.

t

Lemma 3.6 With the notation above, suppose W in (7) is a Hadamard matrix with
A
~(t

B

K

1. Then three of the elements {a, b, c, d} are equal to one of the terms

± Vi) and the fourth equals the other.
The number of potential group developed cocyclic Hadamard matrices is thus

very small; namely 8

.t(t)4 ,where t is a perfect square and x = H
X
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Vi).

4

Computations

For ease of
it has proved preferable to work with a partly normalised
version of W of (7). On multiplying the first column of every block by nl, the second
column
the third column by Yl and the fourth column by nlXlYll and then
on multiplying the second row of every block
nlXl, the third row by nlYl and
the fourth row by XIYl we obtain a Hadamard equivalent t x t block-backcirculant
matrix V with top row Vi) lI2,. ., Vt, where \Ii has the form
j

\Ii

and ml

m,

l

Xi
A
KZi
Yi
Zi AKYi

Yi
Zi
B

AY,i
BKX
ABK

1

'

1

(12)

t,

Yi

There are 4t binary variables in V) of which A and B derive from negacyclic
matrices, K corresponds to a commutator cocycle, and the remaining 4t - 3 correspond to principal cocycles. We introduce notation to simplify our
of these
matrices.
Definition 4.1 A matrix of the form (12) will be denoted (setting D

{A,B,K

I M;X;

= Zl)

D,Z},

where
m2, .. . , mt, X = X 2 )"" X t ) Y =
... , Yt, and Z Z21'" 1 Zt. (Recall
that ml
Xl
Yi 1.) The set of 24t such cocyclic matrices will be denoted Ct , the
subset of Hadamard matrices in Ct will be denoted H t ) and the subset of Williamson
Hadamard matrices in H t will be denoted Wt. 0
Programs have been implemented to list H t and Wt, and summary results are
tabulated below. For each t, the number of Williamson and cocyclic Hadamard
matrices of the form (12), where known, is listed, together with an example of the
former in format M; X; Y; D, Z. This last is provided for reference purposes, as some
previously published lists [9, 16] contain errors (the only correct cases in [9] are for
t = 23,25, while in [16] the cases t = l1, 15, 17 are incorrect).
Except for the initial case t
1, K
-1 for every element of H t , (and hence
A = B-1). We do not yet know why no symmetric cocyclic Hadamard matrices
over Zt x Z~ have been found for the orders t
1 (mod 4), but de Launey has
suggested that an argument of [12] might apply. We propose the following analogue
of the Circulant Hadamard Conjecture.
Conjecture 4.2 There are no symmetric cocyclic Hadamard matrices over Zt x Z~
for odd t > 1.
Of course, even if the conjecture is true, there are other groups of order 4t over
which to search for symmetric cocyclic Hadamard matrices.
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t #Wt #H t
1
6
24
8
3
24 120
5!
I
i 120 840

Williamson Hadamard matrix

1

++; + + +
-+;+ +++
+++++++
++++
++
+
+++++++++
+++-+++
+-+
+ +-+
++ ++-++

264 3240

9

240

11
1

13

15

648

+
+

576

+

- +- - - +
++ ++++

+-

+

+-

+

17

++
++ -+
+
++ +
-+--+- +- +- +
++ +
+ ++++++- +-+

19

+++++ +
+ +- ++
-++
+
-+-++- ++++++- ++-+-

21

+23

++

+

-+ --+ ++-++ +++-++-+++

+
++

-+
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